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Picasso, a Model Shaping Dalí’s “Spectral Surrealism”: Towards New Mythologies
By Astrid Ruffa
Over the years, Dalí developed an ambiguous and evolving relationship with Picasso: the
admiration he had for the master in the 1920s results in a more and more clear-cut affirmation of
his own superiority starting from the 1940s. In 1922, Picasso is one of his favorite artists 1 and,
in 1928, he is considered “the first poet of all.” 2 Instead, in 1942, 3 Dalí, though signaling a
continuity, establishes a hierarchy between his works and Picasso’s: the mimetic effectiveness of
Dalí’s 1942 paranoiac images is seen as superior to Picasso’s 1914 cubist harlequins. In Diary of
a Genius (1964), his overtaking of Picasso, considered a spiritual father, is even more
pronounced. Dalí identifies with the son of William Tell – however, not as a defenseless son
facing an omnipotent father ready to sacrifice him, but one that “turned the apple” placed
dangerously on his head “into solid gold,” thus becoming the “savior of modern art.” 4
In this trajectory, the 1930s represent an interesting period as Dalí demonstrates the willingness
to collaborate with Picasso as an equal. This is confirmed by the claims about the Cadavre
exquis, Picasso/Dalí (1933-1934): the Catalan declares it is a composition carried out by both
hands in the workshop of Roger Lacourière while the two artists prepare book illustrations for
the publisher Skira. The work is, actually, a Dalinian taken on an etching of Picasso from 1933.
The latter provides a print of Three bathers II, that Dalí reworks by integrating variations,
inversions, and additions. 5 The staging of a common creative quest - which points out a
convergence of concerns - is, in any case, symptomatic of Dalí’s growing obsession with
Picasso’s universe at a time when the Catalan artist is distancing himself from the theoretical
positions of Breton more and more. In particular, from 1933, the paranoiac-critical method of
Dalí is evolving towards a process of creation based on subconscious ideas which transform the
external world more and more actively and aggressively to make it “spectral”: we may assume
that, at that moment, Dalí considers Picasso the main model for his new theoretical conceptions
and for his new leitmotifs in art and writing.
First, this paper aims to explore how Picasso’s work plays a key role in shaping Dalí’s “Spectral
Surrealism” during the 1930s and questions how the modernist aesthetics of cubist painting is
reinvented within the paranoiac-critical activity of Dalí.
Second, the study seeks to point out that, paradoxically, Dalí’s great passion for Picasso gives
rise to personal and original mythologies, totally independent of the initial model. In this respect,
the myths of “William Tell” – to which Dalí confers new meanings around 1933 – and of
“Millet’s Angelus” provide us with clear examples. Even more striking is the fact that the
responses of the two artists to their social and political context are substantially different. In this
sense, the comparison between the paintings related to the Spanish Civil War by Dalí and
Picasso is meaningful.
***
1933-1935: Picasso and Dalí’s “Spectral Surrealism”
1933 is a key year for Dalí’s position with regard to Breton’s conception of surrealism, and in the
Catalan’s consequent approach to the work of Picasso. The paranoiac-critical activity carried out
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by Dalí in 1929-1930 aims to “systematize confusion” 6 in order to cause that “most general and
most serious crisis of conscience” 7 designed by Breton. But the means employed are different.
Breton proposes the dizzying descent into oneself, listening and transcribing what the inner
voices dictate, and leaving a written record from the experience. Dalí, however, draws on the
interpretive vision of the paranoiac that materializes his subconscious fantasies by projecting
them onto the forms of external objects: subliminal obsessions automatically determine the
outlines and structures of the external objects, transforming them.
Indeed, the Catalan radicalizes Breton’s conceptions to the point of subverting them. The
subconscious mind is not only perceptible thanks to the interior senses (hearing) but becomes
visible in the exterior world; it is not shown as an enigmatic written record but as an analogous
image. Dalí offers fundamentally different imagery, referring to vision, to the strict interaction
between the internal and external worlds, to the formal analogies between different contents. He
also develops a different image theory, which finds its preferred scope not in writing but in
painting: the double or multiple image defined by Dalí, comes from the nearing of two distant
realities so instantaneous that it requires an operation of dissociation 8and not of association, as
Breton says. 9In Paranoiac Face (ca. 1935) 10, the double image, in order to be perceived,
requires the dissociation of two contents condensed there, an African landscape and a Picassolike face.
It is precisely around 1933 that Dalí starts to note the pre-eminence of his creative method. 11The
supremacy of Dalí’s activities in the face of “serious problems” linked to Breton’s passive
automatism is then clearly marked in the Conquest of the Irrational in 1935, where the need to
concretize the subconscious mind is even greater and where Picasso is explicitly designated as
the model for his “physical psychology”. 12
Between 1933 and 1935, Dalí develops a more and more concrete concept of surrealism, able to
strike the external world in a more and more aggressive way. In parallel, he reworks some
leitmotifs in a new way and proposes others, such as spectral figures. This is a surrealism that we
can call “spectral”. At that point, it is Picasso that becomes the point of reference for means of
expression and proposed motifs. To promote art that materializes subconscious desires, Dalí cites
Picasso in two letters to Breton in 1933 and 1934, 13 in a communication on Paranoiac Face, in
the article “The New Colors of Spectral Sex-Appeal” in 1934, at various conferences on
surrealism in 1934-1935 and again in “Picasso’s Slippers” (1935). 14
At first glance, it seems strange that the Catalan refers to Picasso, and in particular to cubism, to
conceive of irrationality that becomes concrete. Cubism before the first World War is a
presentational rather than expressive aesthetic. The cubist work is a reality in itself, made of new
relationships between elements, and has the same ontological status as the external world. It
doesn’t express interiority but creates a living being with its consistency and free from any
psychological substrata.
If Dalí paradoxically15 refers to Picasso to define art that materializes the logic of desire, it is
above all because Breton first gives a psychological substratum to Picasso’s cubism. Trying to
integrate into the group, without success, the one that he considers a “great expert of the human
mystery,” 16Breton introduces him, in Surrealism and Painting (1928), as the first painter to
attempt the surrealist adventure in an area already discovered by the poets.
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Furthermore Picasso himself, despite never having given psychic automatism a prominent
creative role, rethinks cubism and in 1935 highlights the importance of expressing the emotion
and the instinct: “When we made cubism, we had no intention of creating cubism, but of
expressing what was inside us.” 17
One can hypothesize that if Dalí reclaims Picasso’s cubism as well as his later works, it is mainly
because there he sees the elements that distance him from Breton’s surrealism and that permit
him to mark his own originality:
1
vision as the creative principle that establishes formal analogies between different
contents and allows the metamorphosis of the objects;
2
the close interaction between the internal and external world and, in particular, the
objectivity of irrationality;
3
imagery made up of brutal instincts, of a cannibal eroticism that has nothing to do with
Breton’s imagery of the “marvelous”.
1
The logic of the metamorphosis
According to Dalí, the materialization of irrationality does not occur simply under the form of a
track that indicates the subconscious world in an enigmatic way, but manifests itself in the
external reality, transforming it by analogy. Dalí reads the works of Picasso according to a logic
of metamorphosis, while Breton gives it an indicial logic. The latter, in the 1920s, considers Man
with a Clarinette (1911-1912) by Picasso a proof of the existence of a “future continent” and a
track that permits us to “accompany a more and more beautiful Alice into wonderland.” 18 In
1933, he abandons the imagery of the fairy tale and insists, under the influence of Dalí, on the
dialectic between subjectivity and objectivity. He cites, for example, Picasso’s “papiers collés”,
the 1932 composition with a butterfly and dry leaf glued to the canvas, or Profile, a 1931 iron
sculpture that includes a plant whose leaves are substituted by a red feather duster: these works
are the emblem of the surrealistic meeting of distant elements (like the animate and inanimate)
and are considered traces of the subconscious: they are “signals” resulting from the
“regist[ration] of dialectic movement of thought.” 19 For his part, in 1935 Dalí specifically
mentions “the method of Picasso’s latest sculptures” as an example of the systematic character of
the objectification of the irrational world and as creative method equal to his own. He is thinking
most likely sculptures of multiple figurations like Woman with Leaves (1934) that represents a
woman-tree 20 and that recalls Daphne’s metamorphosis into a tree as she flees from Apollo. 21
Dalí could also be referring to Face (1934), a sculpture made with the help of a cake mold that
can be seen as a flower, a sun, or a face.
Dalí finds in Picasso not only double images 22 but also some variations of those images that all
refer to the principle of transformation through formal analogy. There is, for example, the
technique of the composite image in the style of Bracelli or Arcimboldo. Dalí uses it in many
paintings such as Invisible Man (1929) 23and he certainly recognizes it in the drawings of Picasso
An Anatomy: Three Women (1933) 24, Two figures on the beach (1933) 25, Three bathers II (1933)
which he uses for his “cadavre exquis”, and in the iron sculpture Figure (1935) 26 with a ladlehead and pitchfork-hands. In all these cases, the anthropomorphic-looking organic figures come
from an assembly of recognizable objects (sticks, stones, pillows...) and of unidentifiable and
evocative elements.
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Then is Picasso’s use of potential images, also explored by Dalí and considered in various texts
an initial step that leads to the double image 27: the ability to creatively interpret forms of
indeterminate outlines announces the systematic interpretation of objects with determined
outlines.
Dalí himself builds in creative principle the interpretation of the anthropomorphic rocks of the
Cap di Creus, the “rocks in paranoiac figuration,” 28and seems to see the cubism of Picasso as an
art founded on the principle of polysemic interpretation of the formless. In “Picasso’s Slippers”
which shows the influence and the reciprocal attraction between Dalí and Picasso, the crux of the
action is made up of the successive encounters between the two artists who develop “paranoiaccritical” activity by systematically interpreting splashes of color on a canvas. 29 Moreover, in
1936, Dalí sends Picasso a postcard with the mountains of Cortina d’Ampezzo to highlight the
highly evocative character of a landscape with indeterminate contours. 30
As D. Gamboni indicates, cubism is founded on a geometric figuration that allows the emergence
of potential images and that plays on polysemy and metamorphosis. In the specific case of
Picasso and as he himself states in 1935, 31the real object always leaves a trace and is the basis
for successive transformations. Its recognition is, however, fluctuating, and can lead to different
interpretations. Thus in Head of a Man (1910), 32 the appearance of a face is facilitated mainly by
the title’s key to interpretation, but remains uncertain given that many traits can be read in
different ways. 33 This illusionistic process, where the contents appear and disappear in a
continuous and ambiguous movement, is also present in later paintings, like Musical Instruments
on a Table (1926) where the lines can also recall a female figure.
In the 1936 exhibition Fantastic Art, Dada, Surrealism in New York 34, which Breton refuses to
participate in, works related to the principle of metamorphosis are presented and Dalí considers
them heralds of his activities. It’s no coincidence that there is Man with a Hat (1913) where the
eye has to reconstruct the figure by selecting and combining the traits of a fragmented structure,
or still Seated Woman (1927) 35 where the woman can be seen simultaneously in profile and from
the front thanks to the ambiguous play of lines and shadows. Here the structure is less
fragmentary and Picasso approaches well-defined outlines of the double image. 36
2
The objectivity of the irrational world
Dalí is also sensitive to the concrete dimension of Picasso’s art which is not art, but life, a more
real reality: his works are rooted in an object of the external world, which is then transformed to
make it even more real. 37 Dalí appropriates this mechanism to conceive the materialization of
fantasies. He was interested, in particular, in the “papiers collés”. In an open letter to Breton in
June 1933 and in response to the article “Picasso in his Element” (1933), the “ultrareal” character
Breton attributed to the “papiers collés” is not related to the meeting between the ephemeral and
the eternal and to the decay of materials, but to an element that is transformed in a thousand
ways by materializing irrationality more and more until it becomes an object that detaches from
the painting and has a life of its own: “the object falls materially from the painting and starts its
prenatal life outside it.” 38 Dalí proceeds by designating Picasso as one who announces surrealist
objects, particularly object-beings or spectral objects. This vision, which insists on the
experimental and scientific character of Picasso’s cubism, probably feeds off many sources that
all demonstrate the concrete and metamorphic character of the cubist works. We can cite:
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•
•
•

•

Cassou’s article on the reappearance of the concrete object in the cubist “papiers
collés”; 39
Aragon’s comment on the exhibition of “Collages” in 1930, in which the cubist “papiers
collés” were considered a first step towards the surrealist “found object;” 40
some articles on Picasso in Documents. Dalí radically refuses Bataille’s idea of a
Picassan art founded on the decomposition of forms 41 and maintains his distance from
this magazine. He is, however, certainly receptive to the idea of “materiality” and of “the
exact weight of things” attributed by Leiris and Einstein to Picasso’s works, and also to
the idea of a “formal animism” related to an “enriched conception of space;” 42
the articles of Tzara and Hugnet in Cahiers d’art, where the “papiers collés” are given as
an example of transformation of real elements to create new objects, belonging to another
order of reality: that of the spirit. 43

Between 1934-1935, 44 Dalí goes even further in the elaboration of the concept of “concrete
irrationality” and develops, taking Albert Einstein’s theories and the example of Picasso, the idea
of an irrational mind so active that it expels objects by giving them form and life. In particular,
he refers, incorrectly but fruitfully, to the notion of “space-time” from Einstein’s theory of
general relativity: 45 he considers it an invisible, active and physical entity whose curvature does
not determine the trajectory of bodies but their shape. He imagines a soft, curved and
aerodynamic “space-time”, which expels bodies in its image and that thus become soft, curved
and aerodynamic in turn. The “paranoiac-critical” thought becomes then a psychic space,
invisible but objective that expels bodies and gives them its curved, soft and aerodynamic
character.
In the Conquest of the Irrational (1935), Dalí affirms this “physical psychology” and argues that
Picasso is its inventor. He is probably thinking of the “papiers collés” - displayed in February
1935 at the Pierre Gallery - in which, in his opinion, objects are energized by psychic space;
remembering the scientific dimension attributed by the early critics of cubism, 46 he is also
thinking of Picasso’s works in general, which, thanks to the indistinction between figures and
space, experience the rise of potential images. He is thinking, in the end, probably of the
sculptures made of emptiness for the monument to Apollinaire. 47 As in The Weaning of
Furniture-Nutrition (1934) 48 by Dalí, in which the hole in the back of the Hitlerian wet-nurse
represents a concrete psychic space that becomes a nightstand, in the sculptures of Picasso the
emptiness becomes the concrete volume of the work, able to generate multiple figures thanks to
the association of the metallic elements.
Dalí thus presents a Picasso of “hypermaterialistic imagination” that created the “first great
imaginative cannibalism” as well as the “biological and frenetic systems of the concrete
object.” 49 Metaphorically, Dalí represents the physical and objective aspect of Picasso’s art
through the image of the “obsessive sole.” 50 The choice of this image signifies the active and
molding force of the psychic space: it’s a flat fish that lives on the sandy bottom of the sea and
seems to have been shaped by the action of its surrounding space. We find this image again in
“Picasso’s Slippers”. In the initial situation of the story, Picasso is placed under the sign of
surrealism because he uses the “sole with soft drawers” 51 envelope-holder offered by Dalí; in the
end, it is associated with a cloak soaked with dirty water, another object softened and bent by the
psychic space.
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3
The cannibal eroticism of spectral figures
Besides the metamorphic and objective nature that Dalí perceives in Picasso’s work, the Catalan
also finds an imagery of shapes and contents that attracts him and which he uses to construct his
own universe.
The themes developed by Picasso are close to those of Dalí. Far from Breton’s “marvelous”, we
find a world full of eroticism, cannibalism, archaic and animal impulses that manifest themselves
in the physiology of the bodies. In The Dance (1925) there is a dancer with a toothy mouthvagina, her body convulsed with parts of saw blades, and with a breast-eye; we find this mouth
again in Harlequin (1927) as D. Lomas notes. 52 Or still, in Nude on a white background
(1927), 53 we see a very pronounced mouth-vagina, a phallic nose, hair-barbs, a forked hand and
a gigantic sex. The erotic violence of Picasso’s creatures is even more evident in works like The
Kiss (1931), a delightful but devouring kiss, or The Death of Marat (1934) in which a monstrous
woman with an enormous mouth and shaggy hair stabs Marat.
There are, in particular, two main formal trends of Picasso that Dalí picks up around 1933-34 to
imagine two types of figures molded by soft, aerodynamic, and curved psychic space: the
“phantoms” and the “specters,” two categories he defines in “The New colors of Spectral SexAppeal.” 54
The “phantoms” are obese bodies, whose volume allows the realization of the irrational. The
prototype is the Hitlerian wet-nurse seated on the beach, immobile, immense, with a tender back,
rounded and nourishing. We find her in various paintings by Dalí (like The Weaning of
Furniture-Nutrition, 1934; 55 Endless Enigma, 1938) and could have been inspired by Picasso’s
figures of obese and rounded volumes: the weighty mothers in classical style on the beach in
Family by the seashore (1922) and Mother and child (1921); 56 the monumental woman with
round volumes and voluptuous eroticism in The seated Nude (1933); the biomorphic figure with
soft, flaccid, curved and aerodynamic outgrowths in Metamorphosis I (1928). 57
Radicalizing the category of “phantoms” to the point of subverting it, Dalí proposes spectral
figures, totally new: they illustrate the “physical psychology” that he is developing. Here,
irrationality is made concrete not in the outlines but in the bone structure of the objects. It acts in
a cannibal way, destroying the volume, and molds the structure of the body by decomposing it.
The archetype is the praying mantis, curved by desire, with cannibal instincts, and a dismantled
structure.
In Dalí’s paintings between 1934-36, the spectral figures are an obsessive presence: they are all
visceral, aerodynamic, cannibal figures, with soft parts that mark a violent eroticism. The prime
example is the bony, disjointed figure, without clothes, bowed, fossil and partially limp, of The
Specter of Sex-Appeal (ca. 1934). 58 But we encounter other types of figurations, such as the
skeleton surrounded by cypresses and the spectral rainbow in The Horseman of Death (ca. 1934),
the Minotaur skeleton with holes and drawers that give access to its visceral contents on the
cover of the eighth edition of Minotaure (1936). Again, Dalí refers to Picasso, but this time he
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cites him explicitly as an example of specter. 59 Indeed, alongside the monumental figures of
voluptuous eroticism, the artist from Malaga also develops visceral, disjointed figures with brutal
sexuality, providing Dalí with a source of precious inspiration.
There are Picasso’s figures of animalistic structures that recall the physiology of the mantis. The
wire sculpture Female Figure (1930) presents a schematic body, whose curves evoke the insect’s
pose before mating. In The Kiss (1929), 60 the face takes on an animalistic cannibal body. And
again, in The bather (1930), 61 a woman with a well-defined anatomy has the spectral appearance
of a mantis 62 and shows an insect-head complete with claws. There are also Picasso’s disjointed
figures that present, for Dalí, the dismantled character - with all its brutal and archaic charge - of
his spectral figures. The Figures by the Sea (1931) are decomposed and give rise to a chaotic
assembly of curved anatomical elements, with violent eroticism. The technique of assembly is
already present in many drawings in 1928, of which one 63 in particular, published by Tériade in
the second issue of Cahiers d’art 1930, seems to stimulate the imagination of Dalí. In 1928,
Picasso notes that what is usually considered a seated woman is a leg with a potato, a fork and a
watermelon cucumber for him. 64 This is therefore a drawing with multiple figurations, which
inextricably combines the nutritive dimension of food and the cannibalistic dimension of the
spectral woman in mantis posture.
The formal analogy between the specters of Dalí and another drawing is still more surprising.

PICASSO PABLO, Croquis, Carnet de Cannes N° 95, 1927 © 2015, ProLitteris, Zurich
A drawing for a sculpture project in September 1927 by Picasso 65 presents an anatomy very
similar to that of Dalí’s specters in 1934, such as Javanese Mannequin (1934) 66 and an
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illustration of the “Songs of Maldoror” 67 we find here the same posture of the body, the same
skeletal appearance of the back, the same phallic outgrowth of the thigh, which contrasts the
bony parts. Finally, we can cite three of Picasso’s works from 1933. These bring the technique of
assembly of the heterogeneous elements to a head and they seem to directly influence Dalí’s
conception of dismantled, fossil and cannibal spectral figures. In Two figures on the beach
(1933), 68 we find figures made of elements belonging to different realms (like a branch-arm, a
vase-bust) and fossilized, as in The Specter of Sex-Appeal (ca. 1934) by Dalí. Picasso uses the
same process in An Anatomy: Three Women (1933), 69 but gives the figures sexually ambivalent
attributes (breast-testicles) and insists on a disturbing dimension (hook-arm; gear wheel-leg).
Finally, in the Three bathers II (1933) that gave rise to Dalí’s “cadavre exquis,” 70 we again find
figures made of various objects and of ambiguous sexuality, but the nourishing and cannibal
dimension as well as erotic violence are accentuated: the figures interact at a distance thanks to
forks, one giant and disturbing hand and threatening eye-antennae. This interaction is made even
more brutal by the modifications done by Dalí in his “cadavre exquis”: he inverts two figures,
adds a knife, a glass, a bone, a fried egg, and an aerodynamic spectral figure that is edible, with
accentuated sexuality, very similar to an illustration of the “Songs of Maldoror.” 71The result is a
scene in which a character seems to observe three figures in direct interaction (and no longer at a
distance) and in which the cannibal violence is even stronger.
The myths of Millet’s Angelus and of William Tell: Picasso’s influence
Picasso is also at the origin of some figuration motifs that characterize Dalí’s mythologies in
1933. In fact, the creature that Dalí adds to Picasso’s etching, being inspired, is also the one that
illustrates two myths created or recreated between 1933 and 1935: that of the Angelus of Millet
(as in The Specter of the Angelus, 1934 72) and that of William Tell (as in The Enigma of William
Tell, 1933, 73 a painting that Dalí wants to present to Picasso in late January 1934). 74
As the Catalan indicates in The tragic Myth of Millet’s Angélus written between 1932-33, these
two myths are a “paranoiac-critical” interpretation of that of Saturn 75 that devours his own
offspring: the classical myth is filled with obsessive ideas (castration anxiety) and also by a
concrete materiality (the biological materiality of the praying mantis). 76 It’s not surprising, then,
that we find the imagery of spectral figures again.
The myth of William Tell and of Millet’s Angelus are intimately connected: they insist on
paradoxal characters that feed and at the same time devour their children, but the first is the
paternal variation and the second the maternal variation.
In the Angelus of Millet, Dalí does not see two villagers praying at the time of the Angelus, but
rather the ancestral drama of the woman-praying mantis: the mother takes the pose of the insect
before mating, she mates with the son (an act signaled, for example, by the pitchfork planted in
the earth) and devours him. In his paintings, the Catalan reveals this drama in various ways. In
Archeological Reminiscence of Millet’s Angelus (1934), 77 the two figures become enormous,
fossil and on an antidiluvian landscape littered with ruins, the curved and slender anatomy of the
feminine character is accentuated. Instead, in The Specter of the Angelus (1934), 78 on a
background of clouds that reproduce the two characters of the Angelus and of Napoleon on
horseback, the spectral woman is in the foreground, aerodynamic, with a soft phallic thigh.
Kneeling, she is ready for the cannibal assault, signaled by the raw cutlet.
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The myth of William Tell has been developed previously by Dalí but in 1933 it is rethought and
depicted in a new way according to the imagery of the specter. In 1930, this takes on two
complementary meanings. William Tell is not seen as the hero of Swiss sovereignty, the one that
calls into question the power of the Austrian bailiff, who accepts the challenge of shooting an
apple placed on the head of his own son with an arrow and who manages to free the people from
foreign tyranny. For Dalí, he embodies the figure of an authoritarian father, a castrator and
cannibal, who is ready to sacrifice the life of his own defenseless son. This interpretation, which
emphasizes the father’s abuse of power over the son, is already present in the play William Tell
by Eugenio d’Ors in 1926 79 and Dalí is probably inspired by it when he associates the Swiss hero
with Napoleon the conqueror and to the massacre of the Maccabees in the poem “The Great
Masturbator” (1930). 80 In the painting William Tell 81 of the same year, we find a castrating
figure equipped with scissors, an uncovered and pronounced sex; facing her there is a naked son,
with sex hidden by a leaf, and with an accusatory finger. For Dalí, however, William Tell is also
a great paranoiac who, with his psychological omnipotence, materializes and sublimates erotic
fantasies. In fact, in the poem “The Great Masturbator”(1930), under the aegis of two William
Tell statues - one in chocolate and the other in false shit, combined according to an alchemic
logic - a perverse erotic scene takes place. Also in William Tell (1930), 82 we find the power of
transmutation of subconscious desires: the hero sits above a relief with a sculpted Gradiva and,
above, in the secondary scene, the rotting donkey placed on a grand piano is sublimated into a
pure white horse, a color that recalls the costume of the hero in the foreground as well as the
shade generally attributed to the philosopher’s stone. Finally, in “Love and Memory” (1931), 83
the omnipotence of a being that materializes and exalts his subconscious desires is even more
evident. It tells the story of a William Tell that climbs up a tree with a bread-sex that he places
inside the nest. His rise permits the fulfillment of a sexual fantasy and at the same time is
presented as an alchemical transformation that leads to the philosopher’s stone. 84
In 1933, Dalí no longer involves William Tell in a process of sublimation and no longer develops
the man-woman relationship. He focuses exclusively on the castrator aspect and on the fatherson relationship. In The Enigma of William Tell (1933), 85 the hero becomes a spectral and
cannibal figure: he threatens the son in his arms with a lengthened and phallic thigh, with a visor
that is also lengthened and soft, like a tongue ready to swallow the raw cutlets depicted on the
canvas, with a foot ready to squash the defenseless being in the nearby walnut. Furthermore, the
posture of the character, similar to that of the mantis or an archer ready to shoot his arrow,
signals the imminence of the attack, and the dark background of an inside space that contrasts
with the light flesh of the character, highlights the hostile anatomy of William Tell.
In 1933, the myths of Millet’s Angelus and of William Tell make up, on one hand, a veiled
criticism of the authority figures that feed and destroy the fantasies of their children: his father,
and his spiritual fathers like Breton 86 and Lenin whose face is attributed to the spectral figures of
The Enigma of William Tell (1933) and Gala and the Angelus of Millet Preceding the Imminent
Arrival of the Conical Anamorphoses (1933). On the other hand, in the illustrations of the
“Songs of Maldoror” between 1933-34, the two myths allow Dalí to characterize the figure of the
son that rebels against the excessive authority of the father creator, embodied by Maldoror.
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The Catalan finds bestial eroticism in the universe of Ducasse’s Songs, as well as archaic
instincts and the exaltation of the abject linked to his imagery and to that of Picasso. The revolt
of Maldoror against his creator is affirmed in the celebration of perverse relationships as well as
material baseness. D. Lomas highlights this universe tied to decomposition and a bestial
sexuality. 87 We can add that stylistically, actions and characters are represented in biological and
animal ways. Maldoror is described as one who is “beautiful like the retractability of a
greenhouse of birds of prey” or who joins a female shark by gluing his two thighs to “viscous
skin of the monster like two leeches.” 88 Thematically, bestial aggression of man is very present,
as in the case of the “evil viper [that] devoured my penis and took its place” or in the case of the
crab or the jellyfish infiltrating the thighs. 89 Dalí reclaims this sensitivity that constitutes the
coherence of his compositions. They do not illustrate a story, but they interpret some images of
Songs in a paranoiac way. The Catalan focuses particularly on the prime surrealistic image of the
fortuitous meeting between a typewriter and an umbrella on a dissection table. As he signals in
the preface of the exhibition of these illustrations (1934), 90 Dalí sees a sewing machine-mantis
that meets, castrates, and devours an umbrella-son on a dusky and deadly landscape. The two
figures are placed under the aegis of Napoleon, hungry for conquests, 91 or are reduced to skulls.
Or still, totally disjointed, aerodynamic, made of pieces with soft parts, the two beings devour
each other with knives, spoons or forks in an atrocious union, 92 or combine into a heap of
curvilinear bones. 93 But Maldoror does not only appear with the traits of the impotent son facing
the mother-mantis. He also takes the opposite traits of castrator William Tell. With a phallic
head, he manipulates the sewing machine that pierces the apple; 94 it’s he that becomes the
specter of William Tell as in another illustration. 95 Dalí combines the two myths to recognize an
ambivalent Maldoror and refers, more than in any of his other works, to Picasso’s dismantled
and cannibal figures of 1933.
A spectral representation of the Spanish Civil War
Dalí also mobilizes his “Spectral Surrealism” in order to represent the Spanish Civil War. In
1936, although he did not believe in political action and refused direct involvement, he confers to
art a moral dimension to revolutionize human thought and denounce the horrors of war. Althoughthe subtitle is added later, it’s very likely that the painting Soft Construction with Boiled
Beans (Premonition of Civil War) 96 - completed at the start of 1936 but whose studies date back
to 1934 - represents a Spain that is split: as W. Jeffett emphasized, the imminence of a full social
crisis is well perceptible in Catalonia already starting from November 1933. 97 Retaking Picasso’s
imagery of the dismantled and devouring figures and his experimentations around the “Songs of
Maldoror”, Dalí depicts here a monstrous being. 98 Made of dislocated parts, at the same time
hard and soft, it is contorted and tortured not with knives and forks but with its own limbs. One
hand squeezes the phallic breast and one fossil foot moves oppressively. The face is similar to
that of Saturn devouring his Son by Goya (1819-1823) but is fossilized and seems taken by an
ecstasy of horror. The morphology of this spectral figure opens like a window on a sky of
threatening clouds and designs a psychic space 99 that materializes the most ferocious delirium.
The boiled beans and raw meat placed on the mutilated hip evoke the cannibal meal that is
consumed here, and the nightstand the figure leans on, serves as a table. The plain of Empordà,
made desert and rocky, creates the background for this giant nude that is objectively observed by
a small character (the pharmacist of the Empordà), a leitmotif taken from an illustrated scientific
magazine.
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Autumnal Cannibalism, 100 finished in the autumn of 1936 after the outbreak of the civil war, is
also a visceral and spectral response to the conflict. The theme is however treated in a different
and complementary way. There is no nude figure that brutally tears itself apart and another that
observes, but instead two characters that delicately devour each other with spoons, forks and
knives. Furthermore, although the background is similar, the tabletop of the cannibal meal is now
a table curved with psychic dynamism, which takes the Dalinian concept of Einstein’s spacetime and whose drawers give access to irrational desires. The embrace between the two figures is
languid and recalls loving pleasure. However, there are the term “cannibalism” from the title, the
apple on the male figure’s head that recalls the sacrificed son of William Tell, putrefied
elements, the disjointed, spectral and deformed character of the bodies: all these elements
indicate the violent character of the cannibalistic act. Suffering, however, is totally absent.
The two paintings suggest an ambivalent response to the political event: the conflict is treated
like “a phenomenon of natural history,” 101 linked to cannibal instincts, at the same time violent
and attractive. So, through this double reading, Dalí seems to denounce the horrors of the war but
presents the conflict even as an inevitable result of the instinctive nature of human beings.
This ambiguity does not exist in Picasso’s political work, even if a double reading of the civil
war is presented there: one is tragic and the other caricatural. On one hand, Guernica (1937) 102
explicitly denounces the atrocities of the civil war by referring to a precise historical event: the
massacre inflicted on the Basque city by the bombing carried out by Nazi planes in the aid of
Franco in April 1937. On the other hand, The Dream and Lie of Franco 103 in the same year is a
work of caricature. It is a rich poetic text of moving images, accompanied by two series of
incongruous, schematic, burlesque scenes, in which Franco is transformed into various and
ridiculous figures. Although these two works are antithetical, we don’t find orgiastic sensuality
and the ambiguity of cannibal pleasure of the amorous act present in Dalí. These constitute a
clear stance against the Franco regime.
On a figurative and thematic level, we also note an important divergence between the two artists.
In 1936 Dalí inspires again to Picasso’s universe in 1933 to react to the social-political context,
but in the meantime the imagery of the artist from Malaga evolves and gives rise in 1937 to a
very different response.
In Guernica, Picasso does not represent the moment of the gory interaction between the sides in
an inhospitable landscape like Dalí but rather the suffering, torment and destruction that follow
in a humble interior. Furthermore, the figurative representation is far from An Anatomy: Three
Women or Three bathers II from 1933. Although there are aerodynamic heads - like the one that
carries a candle that we find in Dalí’s Sleep (1937) - scattered limbs, a contorted and disjointed
horse, we don’t find visceral, composite, fossilized or cannibal figures. The overlap of lines and
elements, the biomorphic shapes with expressive mouths and eyes, the animal heads inspired by
African art 104 become the graphic style of suffering adopted by Picasso.
With regards to spatiality, the monumental mural painting proposes a frontal plane with whitegrey-black coloring, like in the black and white photos of the drama in the newspapers, which
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inspired Picasso. Particularly, the work does not propose a central figure in the foreground as in
Dalí, but is structured according to a pyramid scheme and tripartite symmetry.
Of course, Dalí, like Picasso, proposes a symbolic and atemporal transposition of historical
reality, but he does it in a different way: the myths mobilized are not the same. The Catalan
refers to an irrational individual delirium linked to the figure of the praying mantis, while Picasso
refers to the imagery of the bullfight and to the myth of the Minotaur.
***
We conclude that Picasso’s model allows Dalí to position himself in an ambiguous and
subversive way within the group directed by Breton, by developing his “Spectral Surrealism”, by
shaping “new moral mythologies” and, finally, by giving a singular response to the social and
political context. In this respect, even if in a different way with regard to Picasso, Dalí may be
considered a committed artist and writer.
N. B. I would like to express my gratitude to Rachel Moland, who translated my paper from
Italian into English.
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